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1.0 Introduction 

There k, considerable interest iu coordinating research on all t y p s  of ion drivers 
for inertial confinement fusion (ICF). Presently, light ion fusion (LE) research in the 
USA is primarily concentrated at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), and is filnded by 
DOE Defense Programs (DP). Heavy ion fusion (HE) research in the USA is primarily 
concentrated at Lamence Berkley National Laboratory (LBNL) and Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and is W e d  by DOE Energy Research (ER). 
In addition, there is the conceptual possibility of an ion driver using a middle-weight ion. 
A Tri-Laborarory (LLNL, LBNL, SNL) meenng supported by 1CF Program Managers 
Mike C m p k l l  (LLNL), Roger Bangmr (LBNL), and Jeff Quintmu (SNL), and 
organized by Grant Logan (UNL), was held on FebTuary 8,1994 in Livennore, 
California. The purpose of the meeting was to enhance cooperation between the HLF and 
LIF programs for mutual benelir, and ro consider rhe possibiliry of a middle-weight ion 
driver that cadd be used for a combined Laboratory Microfusion Facility 
(LLMF)lEngineeriag Test Faciliry [ETF). Result$ of  rhis meeting were reported in a Tri- 
Lab letter to Marshall Sluyta (DOE DP) and David Cmdall (DOE EX) on February l l ,  
1994 (copy included in Appendix). One resulr of tbis meeting. was the recammendation 
rhar working groups be formed in the areas of ion beam transpon, rargets. and accelrraror 
conceprs. The transpon group, co-chaired by Craig Olson (SNL), Ed Lee (LBNL), and 
Bruce Langdop (LLNL) was commissioned to begin, since it WEIS felthat the greatest 
commonaliy between LIF and HIF appeared IO be in the area o f  ian beam uansport. 11 
was envisioned tkdr rhe mnspon working would ultimately overlap and interact strongly 
wi~ &e cargsr working group and the accelerator concepts working group. 

Junz 5,1994, and determined h t  a useful meThod for assessing ion beam transpon 
would be to hold an informal wor6rrhop. As 8 resuk the Workshop on Ion Beam 
Transport for a Common Ion Driver was held at SNL in Albuquerque, New Mexico on 
September 2021,1994. A mtal of 32 people arrended, with representatives from SNL, 
LBNL, LLNL, N U ,  MRC, Uaiversiry of Wisconsin, UNM, and DOE. IT was expected 
that several m p a a  modes, and especially self-pinched transporr, would be of inreresr 
for all ions. Advantages aad dkadvmtages of each concept were discussed, and 
comments abollr relevatice toward a common ion were encouraged The workshop 
proceedings were assembled into a large repon (SAND95-0116, UC-712) and disaibured. 
The conclusions of this workshop are reproduced here in Table 1. Notice rhat no clear 
opdmum WBS dewxed for any parricular middle-wzighl ion w o n  scheme. Thh 
means that HIF and LIF transport research complement each other and accordingly have 
many common c o n c m  md development nee&. In panicular, self-pinched transpon 
was recognized as being very amactive for d l  ion% if fsasibiliry can be demonswxed. 

The Tri-Lab Working Group me1 again at LBNL on February 17,1995. The 
purpose of this meeting was to foster furrhm coopemtio~ between rhe HIF and LIF 
aansport areas, and la begin preparation of this while paper on ion beam aaaspon. 
Specific topics discussed included: 

The E - L a b  Transpxt Working Group met ar LBNL in Berkeley, California on 
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Table 1. Ion Beam Transaort WorkshoD Conclusions 

- There is an excellent comrnonaliry in the physics of trampon for LIF and HTF. 
Workers in bod, HIF and LIF have already w,orkert together. and they share a vision of 
increased cooperarian. A synergy between HIF and Ln; exisrs, and it should conhue to 
be n m d  

pinched nanspon looks very attractive for LIF, HJF, and a common ion. It should be 
noted That no z . s o w c e  was detected for my particular middle-weight ion or any 
particular middle-weight ion uanspon scheme. 

* Experiments IO demonswte self-pinched vansport should be performed on SABRE or 
GAMBLE 11. The resulrs should be of great importance far LIF, EiIF, and a common ion 
driver. 

Certain LIF and HIF tramport schemes will be useful for all ions. In pardcular, self- 

Charge-neutralized transport is imparranr fcu HIF, common inn driver schemes, and 
possibly LE. Research should continue in all of lhese areas, and neuualized m s p o r t  
experiments should be performed on ILSE and LIF machines. 

MFQCUS, ac.)  and cms5 utilization of codes (LE codes for H E  problems, and vice- 
versa) should be encouraged. 

Channel issues should be resolved so rhat an allowed range of channel radii for HIF 
and LE clin be jusdfied. 

Code development (PROP, WARP 3D, BICa, QUICKSILVER, BUCKSHOT, 

Accurare atomic physics cross sections (impact iodzarion, sOipping, recombinanon, 
etc.) are needed for all ions. 

A c o m n  ion target mighr involve concepts somewhere between the asdiuosal H E  
two .spot irradiator targets and LIF spherical rargers. No consensus could be reached for a 
target spot-size pammeter range because of the variery of  possibilities. T h i s  issue should 
be of prime concern for the rarger working group. 

A common ion accekmor mighr presumably involve a new rechnolagy so mew he^ 
between present acceleraror concepts for LZF and HIF. However, no consensus was 
reached as m whar middle-weight ion piiramam might be (20 c A c. jO?). or if a muld- 
gap acceleraw with charge neuualization is  required 7 h i s  issue should be of prime 
concern for the acceleraror concepts working gmnp. 
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Ion Beam Transport Issues 
Research and Development Needs 
Plans and Priorities for each Laboratory 

This white paper i s  a result of thar weekg and subsequenr discussions. 

transpon F&D needs (Section 3), and complmenary Iaboramry plans and priori~es 
(Sec!ion 4). 

In the following, we discuss ion beam aansport isws (Section 21, ion beam 

2.0 Ton Beam Transnort Issuer 

The Tri-Lab Transporr Working Group has developed a working BK of specific ion 
beam vansport issues. This relatively comprehensive l is~ is summarized in Table 2. The 
value of this hSIi~lg is thpc it i s  a concise summary of issues affecking all ions (light ions, 
.heavy ioas, middle-weight ions). The main research areas o f  gas breakdown, xlf- 
pinched ua~~~port, charge-neuualized rransport, pre-formed channels, and srabiliry are all 
clearly imponant for both near-tern and long-rm dzvelopment of the LIF and HIF 
programs. These beam aanspor~ issues and their resolution will ha\le an imponant 
impact on ion wga design and performaice, 511; well as on the design of suitable 
chambers. 

3.0 Ion Beam Transport I U D  Needs 

To address rhe list of issues given in Table 2 requires substantial research and 
development. This includes development of experimenral fadines wirh high-quality, 
high-intensiry beams; diagnostic developmeni; small-scale experiwnts; code 
&velopme~~~; ammic physics calculations; and malyrical theory developments. -4 
summary of ihese R&D needs is given in Table 3. 

4.0 Lab oratory Plans and Priorities 

The research and developmenr needs of Table 3 must be developed to address 
specific ion beam transport issues in Table 2. Each laboratory has specific research plans 
and priorities TO address certain issues. In rhe following, these plans are discussed for 
LBNL, LLNL, and SNL. Nore how each laboratory's plans complement those of the 
other laborarories. 

4.1 LBNL lam Beam I'ransDort Plans and Priorities 

Most hemy i o n  fusion panspon studies have been simed ai commercial power 
pmducrioa rarher rhan near-term fisian mtpcrhenr3. Therefore, the final focusing 
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(2) Self-uinched transDM 
shulattons (IPROP, MFOCUS) 
experimenral demonsmion 
feed-in (cones. lens. etc.): marching to wsportchml 
wall guiding (halo, bends, image forces) 
bends far small radius beams: Bsy or B- needed? 
stability; need simple overview for hose, sausage, efc. 
self-pinchd uansporr in conrPinmnr vessel (R *a) 

simulations @IO& QlJICKSILVER) 
snipping vs. neuaalization 
cross sections 
e e n t a l  demonstranon 
technology m provide neurralizatioo 

mall radius limit (hydra expansion, radiawo heating) 
high voltage breakdown problem 
high brightness issue 
multiple channel f-on and overlap near rarger 

Mainline HIP f i n a l  focus (vacuum/quadnrpoles) 
experimental demonstratian 
velocity tilt removal by space charge in final lens 

(3) Charge-oeurralized mnmq 

(4) PR-fomd channels 

(5)  

(6) Mainline LlF a;urs~ortlfocus (gadsalenoid) 
cunear neutralization with BL 
expaimenral demonmarion 

(7) stabilily 
hose, sausage 
&saeam [srabiirion by collisions , A V,, k(z)l 
filamentawn 
scapiag mdies of new rems 
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Table 2. lon Beam Transaort lssu es (continued) 

( e )  Neutralizarion between mns far multi-pu acceleration 

emittance growth 
feasibiliiy afcancept 

Sclrlingu, driverparameters 

(9) Nowstandard final focus lenses 
plasma leas (prpfomred Z-discharge) 

(10) Miellaoeous issues 
beam overlap near rarget 
rarget charge-up 
valrage accuracy fm bunching 
focal spar posirion micm-inanagement 
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Table 3. Research and Development Needs 

beam experimenrs 
LBNL: 2 MeV injector, SBTE injector; beam combiner; magnetic quadrupole 

development 
SNTA Alias, SABRE, PBFA-X, HERMES IU 

GAMBLE 11 (MU..), COBRA (Cornell) 
LLM-: Injector mansport; bending; Recirculator 

diarnastic developmcnt 
conductivity o(t) 
B(r) id& beam (Zeernan diagoostic) 
beam uniformity and cemoid motion 
microdivergenee measurement 
spectroscopy 

small scale exmerimenxs 
z-discharge channel characmizatioa 
plasm Iw characterization 
solenoid lens characterization 

code development 
PROP, NORY 
MFOCUS 
BICrz 
QUICKSILVER, TWOQTJICK 
WARP 
BUCKSHOT 
benchmarking of codes 

aromic phvsics 
cross secriom (stripping, ionization, charge exchange, ...) 
ra@&ive effects 
scattering, Wdx 

analnic theow 
models needed for all areas: gas breakdown 

self-pinch 
charge neutralization 
channels 
srability 
. .. 
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systems have been designed for large standoff (> 3 merers) appropnare for repetitive- 
pulse target chambers. From a physics standpoint, unneuaalized ballistic focusing is the 
most suaighdonvardmethod ofdzecring the beams toward the targer Ifrhr beams are 
not neutralized, the beams musf have relatively high kineric energy (2 10 GeV). High 
kinetic energy leads IO large ionrange (2 0.1 g/cm'). Targets designed for large ion Fmge 
require ~elatively small focal spots. These small focal spors are achievable wich large 
aperture magneric lenses located external to the fusion chamber. provided rhe current and 
thermal valociry spreads within the bems are sufficiently low. Relaxation of these 
condirions on the beams permin h e  design of economically more amacrive heavy ion 
drivers and considerably more compact W focus lens systems. The primary change 
necessary to move in  this direction i s  the introducrion of some form ofelecrrical 
neutralization into Thrt ion beams following the final focus lenses. This neurmli2arion 
may be co-injected eIecrrons, or electrons produced by rhe beam's ionization of a gas 
medium in rhe chamber. A gas i s  always presenr in the chamber at low presswe (- IO-' - 
lo" Torr) depending primarily on the first wall type and remperarure, and this can pravide 
subsranrial neutralizing electrons at the higher end of the presswe range. Controlled gas 
flows may also be inuoduced to providc nsurmlization as rtquiccd. This gtoi, as well as 
urger x-rays. strip beam ions above their accelerated charge sliize o f  q = 1-3. A rather 
complex beam elecrrodynamics resulw, which i s  only rmdely understood at presenz A 
general pmg~am of effort is underway at LBNL, LLNL, and SNL, using panicle-in-cell 
computer mod& and planned h i g h a m n t  eX-perimenfs to sxplore the b w - g a s  
interaction and neurmlization dynamics. 

Two very ateactive gas-aided focal concepts under study are the plasma lens and 
self-pinched transport. The plasma Iem employs an elecmcal discharge in a low pressure 
Ribe to provide a magneric field which can drive the beam to a small spot size. Such a 
device could rzplace rhe large quadrupole lemes previously considered for the final focus. 
Very encouraging experiments with t h i s  rype of lms have been recently carried OUK in 
European laboratories az CERN and Darmsradt ( C a y ) ,  and hilar expcrimenw are 
planned ax LBNL wing a 2.0 MeV, ROO 

The self-pinched nansporr concept i s  motivated by the well-esrablished mode of 
pinched uawpon observed for high current electron beams in gas. Significant differences 
would occur wi* ion beams, h%ce tb,ey attract rather rban expel elecuons. The general 
idea is to focus an ion beam to a small radius rhrough a foil or dense gas jet to smp mos1 
or all elecrrons. Subsequently, &.e beam would neutralize and pmpagars at small  mdius, 
held tOgEtheI in a pinch equilibrium by iTs own magnetic field. If successful, such a 
m p o n  mode permirs a drastic simplificarion of the reactor final focus configuration 
and reduces several critical requirements on the acceleraror system. In addition, the 
b e a m  could be m p o r t e d  aver longer distances from &e acceleraror TO the chamber by 
rhis means. 

To explore the feasibiliry of &e self-pinched nanspon model, a program o f  
panicle-in-cell numerical simulation, which includes its principal physical processes, i s  
underway at LBNL. Highly-nipped simulation ions moving ax sub-relativistic velocities 
are inrroduced into a gas-plasma column and subseqwm dynamics of all components are 
compured assuming an axjsymmenic geometry is preserved. The elecuomapenc model 
makes no approximarions in Maxwell's equations, since LI farher delicaw cancdlatioa of 

K- beam. 
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field components i s  expecred. Preliminary results indicate hat a phch configuration 
forms. However, the plasma column expands rapidly and this may significantly degrnde 
its confiement capability. Computations are lidTed by the vety slow running speed of 
this type o f  simulation. Assuming a favorable equilibrium is found, stability of rhe pinch 
beam against hose-lilce disturbances will be examined. 

Transport in discharge-created channels has bem studied is connection with final 
transpon for light ion fusion. We an revisiting rhis transport mode for heavy ion fusion. 
The potential advanwge of this mode is that it relaxes the driver requirement on energy 
spread, emimnce, and head-to-tail curren~ variation. It may also be more stable rban rbe 
relfpinch. The heavy ion scenarios iovolve beam eminance, energy and charge that are 
significantly different from light ion scenarios. As a resulk channel architectures 
(number o f  channels, pinch current, disrance of propaganon, e n )  are also quite different. 
Gas breakdown and c h e l  stability issues in the HE regime re cur~ently under study ar 
LBNL. In addition, an experiment to look at beam compression with an adiabarically 
tapered r-pinch is in preparation. In this approaoh, rhe rapered z-pinch provides focusing 
as well as radial cornpressioa 

LBNL Priorities and Recommendations 

Stahilirv of Self-Pincbtd TIWDOK 
To dare, studies of self-pinched transport have concentrared on determining 

consisrent conditions for creation of an axisymmerric equilibrium. Such confgumrions 
are potentially subject to both microinstability (e.g., the two-stream modes) and gross 
insrabiliry as exemplied by the hose instabiliry. An overview uearmem o f  instability is 
a high priori~y before making azw code models specifically intended to ueat panicular 
aspects of the problem. 

Codc Developmenr 
There are several codes that rea charged panicle beam propagarion in the presence 

o f  background plasma wirh varying d e w s  of cbemissry, electro-magnetic completeness, 
sophistication in numerical algorithm, number of dimensions, and represenration of the 
panicles. The most complete descriptiom are given by k relaQvistic particle codes 
coupled wirh full EM field solvers, such BS BICn o f  LLNL, MFOCUS o f  LBNL, 
FRIEZR of=, and BUCKSHOT of SNL. In high pressure regimes where a 
generalized Ohm's law is apphcablc, rhe fluid representation of cold elmmns can be 
used as in PROP of MRC and hULYSSES of LBNL. IPROP ha the additional 
capabiliry of PIC treaunent of energetic elearom simultaneous wih rhe cold fluid 
component. Some models, such as EMPULSE of  LLNL, employ a 'frozen field" 
approximation effecrively simplifying Maxwell's equations. The availability of a variety 
of coda wirh varying degrees of  sophistication suggests rbe need for code comparison in 
rhe regime o f  d l  beam radius and high beam densiry currently envisioned for ion- 
driven Mion. It i s  specifically recommmded rbar tbe E w e s  code, MFOCUS, receive 
benchmark verification against the most closely-related exiiSting PIC codes (ElCrz and 
PROP). 
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Channe 1 ExuerimenB 
A variety of  channel formadon and light ion propagbon aperimeas were 

performed in the p a l  at NRL and SNL; rbrse have a considerable similarity of physics 
and objectives to the current program o f  small-scale experiments ar LBNL. However, 
derailed reports of appararus and results are not immediately available. A high priority B 
placed on tracking down rhis derailed infomarion where it exists at the several 
Laboratories or in published reports. Aid from rbe original workers in the area will be 
very valuable here. 

4.2 LLNL Ion Beam Transnort Plans and Priorities 

Work at LLNL in recent years emphasizes regimes of partial charge neutralization 
as may be anticipared for HLF reactor concepts such as HYLIFE. Research has 
concentrated on “vacuum propagation” and ‘propagation through rnoderaie densities 01- 
FLiBe vapor.” 

Vacuum propagation meare thar the density of gas in the fusion chamber is so low 
thar it plays no role in the beam propagatioh This js the c l ~ i c a l  propagarion mode, in 
which beam m o m e n m  and small f-number of rhe fins focus compensate for 
eiectrostanc self repulsion. Most LLNL calculations for this scenario assume beam ion 
mass A - 200, energy 10 GeV, and spot size 2-3 mm. Alrhou& the basic physics is 
simple for a single, long thin beam, here are complications, as follows: 

1. In mosr reactor concepts, rhere are many k d e ~  rhar can imeract elecmcally 
iavacuum. These interactions, and a beamler’s elecnosraric self-repulsion, vary 
betweenrhe beam head, middle, and rail. Such variations cause differenr pans of 
the beam IO arrive at differenr locations on the target, i nc~wing  the rfkrive spot 
size. However, LLNL calculations indicate this need not be significam even in 

2. Beam charge depsired M the target raises i ts  potential 10 a significant fracuoa 
of the beam energy, wcording IO asimple calculation, rhar might deflect rhe later 
part o f  rhe beam. LLNL calcularions show several effecrs relocate positive charge 
to radii far larger that the rarget, reducing the positive potential 10 harmless levels. 
These indude electrostatic expulsion o f  protam from adsorbed hydrogen on the 
rarget, and photaionizauon o f  residual chamber gas. 
3. As tlx Wget surface heats lo - 100 eV, ir radiares rhermaUy. -4 simple 
calcularion indicates ihat beam ions can be phoroioaized to much hightrr charge 
slaw before reaching the target. The ions rhea respond much more saongly to the 
decyic field ia 8 Don-neud beam. However, dculauons using BlCxy (a ‘slice’ 
code) that included both beam photoionization and thi? merging of beamlers show 
rhar beam pbomionizatioa occurs TOO close to rhe rarger to have much effecr on 
spot size, 

VWUUm. 
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4. In order to rsduce acccelmtor costs by using larger beam q/m or lower energy, 
with th2 same or d l e r  sp t  size, charge neutralization o f  the beam has long 
been suggested by all tbree laboratories (LBNL, SNL, LLNL). LLNL rnodeliig, 
using rhe BlCrz elecuomapetic parricle code, has considered partial 
neutrakation by a preformed plasma rbar the beamler passes through or very near 
to. This plasma was assumedro be nearthe chamber wall; no specific plausible 
plasma generaor has bea proposed in derail, TO OUT knowledge. As predicted by 
others, neumlizanon is nor complete, the electrons entrained in the beam have 
mdom velacines like the beam velociry, and ~e degree of nzuualization 
decrrases near the target. We find a150 some increase in beam emittance because 
the electron density is nonuniform, overneutralizing the bcamlet axis. 

In summary, rhe vacuum propagadon case is probably less amactive for energy 
applicatiam with pulse repeurion raies of several Hz, for which most reactor conceprs 
have a vapor of sufficient density to iureracr via collisional ionization wirh rhe beam. 
Perhaps 

Propagation rbrough vapor in rhe nactor chamber adds several n*w features: 
collisional ionization of the beam ions (snipping), ionization o f  the vapor collisionally by 
the beam and by deliberare external mews. Stripping places beam ions in higher charge 
statcs, in which rbey respond moTe srroagly to the electric field in an imperfectly 
neutralized beam. In agreement wirh ealier predictioas, recent LLNL calculations using 
BICrz show that degradarion of spot htemity results, and also show rhe expected 
miugauons as rhe beam is charge neutralized. Collisional ionization of rhe vapor provides 
rlzcrrons to be entrairird in the ion beam, providing neumlizarion in addirion la 
whatever is providtd by preformed plasma. This additional neutralization is valued nzar 
?he t q e t  when preformed plasma exrends only near the chamber wall. 

LLNL colculations show greatbenefir &om preionizing chamber vapor inrhe beam 
parh al l  rbe way to he target, as well as by collisional ionization o f  rhe vapor 
Delererious tffecrs of scripping are overcome, and only by such means have we found ir 
possible to achieve smaller spot size than in rbe idealized vacuum envelops solution , 
LL-NL calculations some years ago demonstrated the benefit to target discharrgiag of 
photoionization of rhe chamber vapor mar the target by Thermal radiation &om the 
heated targer Target charging i s  further reduced when the beam arrives partially 
neunalized. Photoionization provides copious electrons to provide beam neutralization 
neac the targer. It does not appear that D. Ho's "autoneumLizing" urger (in which the ion 
beams pass rhough a foil, and draw co-moving electrons to provide neutralization) is 
needed. 

Streaming instabilities may also be a concern. Unless the bram is very well- 
neutralized, the accompanying elccwn cloud has a random vrlociry disaibwion widrh 
comparable to rhe beam speed. Such a disoiburion is expected IO be stable ag- 
streaming hmM.ities. If present, stearning instabilities would appear in BICn 
simulations wirh adequate resolution. We will check  his especially near rhe target where 
rhe instability wavelength could be small. AI higher d a i l i e s  than we have considered, 
the elecrron velocity spread may be smaller, pennining rhe instability. 

case has been studied sufficientIy far now. 
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LLNL Priaritier and Recommendations 

Crass sectians 
Stripping is bad, coIlisional ionhrion of chamber vapor i s  goad. Tbe ratio of 

harm/benefir is mainly dependent onTbe ratio of cross sections for the vapor and beam 
ions. Uncertainry in theoretical cross sections, especially for FLiBe, needs to be reduced. 
Otq best estimate is the snipping in FLBe is impartant; Li vapor appears to be much 
berrer. Experimenral information on the ratio o f  cross secrions would be very useful. 

Exoeriments on charge neutralization 
Experiments are needed to hone and “validare” BICrz. For his purpose, rhe 

relevant dimemionless ratios need nar be rhe same as for our reactor scenarios. Charge- 
neunalizatian experiments using rhe low divergence b e d e w  &am the SllBFG 
accelerator at SNL might be very usehl fa1 rhis purpose. Anorher possibiility is to use the 
2 MV injector at LBNL. 

Devices for pwionizarion of- chamber vamr 
Calculations support our innaition that preformed plasma, if possible all rhe way to 

the target, is extremely beneficiai. It would be useful to idenrify specitic technology for 
ais. 

Chromatic aberrdons. etc. 

discussed above, but by beam eminawe. It may soon be rime TO review the final focus 
system and drift Compression system, nanwerse and longitudinal emittance, and 
chromatic aberrations. 

LLNL modeling results encourage hope &at spot size may not be limired by effects 

1.3 SNL Ion Beam Transnort Plans ahd Priorities 

Most light ion fusion tramport smdies have been aimed at high yield (for the 
Laboratory Microfusion Facility, LMF) and power production (for the LIBR-4 light ion 
reactor concept). Typically, for either application, ion beams must be brought to a focal 
spar mdius of - 1.0 cm a1 a standoff disrance of about 4 m earn rhe diode. The L E  
baseline transport scheme for LMF is an achromatic Lens system. Back-up schemes 
include self-pinched transport, cbannel aarupon, aad wire-guided tran~port. Channel 
transport and wire-guided rmaspon have ken rhorou@ly demoastrared ar NRL a1 low 
energy (for 1 MeV protons), and These schemes are expected to work at higher energies 
(for 35 MeV Li). For example, 1 MeV proran brams wilh currents up to 400 kA have 
bem transponed with wall-caufiwd z-discharge channels over distances up to five 
meters. Our main concern fw bob wall-confined chaaaels and *-guided transpon is 
that same %anspun apparatus (iow-mass rubes or wires) will be required inside rhe 
COntainmenT chamber. The achromauc lens system (and self-pinched rransport} are 
attractive becwe  no apparatus is required inside &e containment chambar. However, for 
the achramaric lens sysrem, the mandoff Ienngrh from the end of rhe solenoid magnet lens 
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Ta rhe wger must be only - 1.5 meter for d e  required mieradivergence of 6 mrad. Far 
self-pinched transport, the standoff length from rhe channel ennance IO the mger can be 
many merers, the beam radius i s  small (<I cm) during aanspoq and&! microdivergence 
acceprance can be large (- 12 mrad), depending on the net curreni. This makes self- 
pinched ramport the mast amactive rtanspart scheme, provided feasibility can be 
demonstrated experimentally. 

The overall goal i s  to conriaually improve our understanding of gas breakdown and 
TO show that we ciin achieve opeming condidons for both ballistic traasport and self- 
pinched rwport for LMF parameters. E ~ y ~ a t s  will be performad a ever-increasing 
power levels to span rhe parameter range from the present Gamble I3 level TO the full 
LMF level. IPROP (a 3D EM code) will continue to be refined and benchmarked wirh 
these new expcrirnents and will be wed as a predictive tool for LMF parameters. 

Detailed mdies o f  gas breakdown and the resultant charge and current 
neutralization are crucial to our understanding of beam trwport. For ballisric uanspon 
o f  ion beams in gas, complete charge neutralization (lOO%) and essentially complete 
current neumlizauon [- 100%) are desirable. For self-pinched rransporr, ir is generally 
desirable to have complete charge neutralization (loo%), bul: only partial current 
neuualizauon (- 90-98%). Our goal is rn develop a detailed physics understanding of 
both charge neutralization and current neuualiarian on a macroscale and a microscale. 
Specifically, we intend to srudy tbe effects of charge aon-neutrality on microdivergence, 
aud we intend to understand cureat neutralizauon, so by varying certain parameters 
(e.g.* gas me, gas pressure, beam riserime, beam radius, etc.), we can achieve either 
essentially complete current neuualization (for ballbtic urnport) or partial current 
mmalization (for sew-pinched transport). 

aanrponed at small radius TO the target. The ion beam is conrained by the net self- 
magnetic field. Typicaily, ner currem of about 50 kA me needed for LIF paryneters 
Recent PROP results show rhat very large net CU~~IIIIS should be possible for self- 
pinched propagadon in low pressure gas [< 0.1 Torr). 

For self-pmched rr;mspor& rbe ion beam is focused down to a small radius and then 

SNL Prinritia and Recommendations 

Experimenral Demonmation of Self-Pinched TransDan 

adequate beam quality (divergence, uniformify, brightness, etc.), experiments will be 
performed with 1 MeV protons on GAMBLE 11, and wirh 5 MeV Li ians on S.MRE. 
IPROP code rerulrs will be used IO help guide the experiments. 

C h e  Neutralization 

s a y  the fundamenral limits o f  charge neutralization OR a rnicmcale. These results are 
o f  importance to aU ion beams (LE, HIF, common ion). Toe same beamlets could be 
used to study plasma neutralization and wall neutralization, as is of inrerest for HIF. 
Collaborative rssearch among SNL, LLNL, and LBNL would be particularly appropriate. 

Self-pinched naosport experiments are planned, srarting in spring, 1996. Peading 

Experiments with liw divergence beamlets from SABRE are being prrfonned to 
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Gas Breakdowq 
Experiments are planned to measure gas breakdown and conducdviry growth. This 

will extend the GAMBLE II experimenrs TO similar experiments with more inreme beams 
on SABRE, COBRA, and PBFA-X. Development and knc lxmrbg  of PROP will 
conrinue. The god is 10 demonstrafe control of LIZ net current and electrical conductiviry 
(I by varying specific paramerers (e-g., gas pressure, beam radius, total cmeaT), and to 
demomuate high current neuualization [> 99.8%1 for ballistic propagation and limited 
current neuualizarion (S: 98%) far &-pinched propagation. 

Instabilities 

instability, rhz WO-stream instability, and hose instabilities. We plan to select parmerers 
sa as to spoil CT and make the filamen~adon instability observable with existing brighwss 
beams, and then j n c m e  cs IO remove the instabiity. Similarly, we plan to select 
parameters so as io make the elecma-ion two-smam innability observable, and h e n  
vary pararnerers [collision frequency and axial cncrgy qmd) to renovc &e insrabiliy, 
PROP, and possibly other codes, will be bencbxked with the experimental results. 

Experimenrs are planaed to observe, diagnose, and control rhe filmemtion 

5.0 Conrludina Comment?r 

To date, mos~ resources for ion beam %ion have been devoted 10 development of 
accelerators and target physics; relatively few resources have gone inxo io3 beam 
uamport development. Because of theoretical studies and substantial experience with 
clecrron beam transport, the ion beam aansport communily is now poised to dtvelop and 
optimize ion beam transpart for ICF. Because of this Tri-Lab efforr, a path for 
coordinated development of ion beam transpart has been established. The rare of 
progress along &is path will now be d e t a i n e d  latgeIy by the availability of resources. 
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Lawrence Livemore National Laboratory 

February 11,1994 

Marshall Suyter, Acting Director 
Office of Research and Inertial Confinement Fusion 
U.S. Department of Enugy. DP-28 
19901 Germantawn Road 
CeFmantown, 20874 

David OandaU, Pirector 
Pivision of Advanced 
Physics and Technology 
Office of Fusion Energy 
Office a€ Energy Research 
U.S. Peparaertt of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Marshall and Dave, 

Recognizing the resource Iimitatiom that the DOE and US. Govesnment w'UJ 
be fadng for the foreseeable future, we believe that it is necessary to evaluate the 
pO56ibiitY of structuring long range sUategic res@&& activities for the widest 
possible benefit to multiple W E  missions. FoUowing suggestions made at the 
joiit DP/ER workshop in Washington la t summer, we have begun informal 
discussi0ns to assess the technical fersibity of a mmbhed W / E T F  facility 
with multiple target chambers sharing a mmman ion driver. We believe that ion 
drivers currently have great p0i~Wa.l for providing the durability, efficiency, and 
rep rate requked for energy. Most system studies for energy indicate that the 
optimum target yield is a few hundred megajoules. This mat&= the desired 
LMF yield for defense programs applications. 

The goal of fhse discussions is to iden* a rwarch progam that would 
provide the more demanding driver requirements for energy production, at a 
reasonably small incremental cost compared to the cost for the W s  single shot 
needs. If such a driver could be identifjed, DOE would then be able to satisfy the 
needs of two of its major missions, advanced energy technology for fusion and 
nuclear defense, with a single facjlity. With the significant declassification of=, 
it should even be pssible for this fadlity to pky a major role in an i n t e n a t i d  

progtarn 
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Sa far, we have identified &amber trampmt 0s a u i  tical issue for both the 
defense program snd energy application of ions, and we have established a 
tecfinicai working group to assess ways in which we could coordinate our 
mwirch activities. We antidpate that other warking groups addressing b e  
issues of ion driven targets and novel acdtxation concepts would also be of 
bexefit to the national ion program. When we have a more definite p m p d  for 
mordinated activities, we wiIl contact your offices to sdredule foranal 
discussio~. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffouinrerv: &ger Bangerter 
Light Ion Program Manager 
SNI. Research Program, LBL 

Program Head, Fusion Enmgy 

CG 

D. L. CMk, sN1, A L N  
G.Lngan,LLNl 
A. Friedman, L W  

E u campbell, LLM 


